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CFMIP2
experiments:
amip4xCO2,
amip4K,
amipFuture,
aquaControl,
aqua4xCO2,
aqua4K
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CFMIP within CMIP5
 amip4K: 2
 amip4xCO2: 5
 The analysis of CFMIP2 outputs is
still ongoing;
 amipFuture: 5
 The number of CFMIP publications
 aquaControl: 5
is probably underestimated => think of
 aqua4xCO2: 3
updating the CMIP5 publication list !
…
 amip: 32
 Yet, most studies did not analyse
 historical: 263
the CFMIP2 experiments. Why?
 1%CO2: 24
 abrupt4xCO2: 15
 rcp8.5: 134
…
 Total CMIP5 publication count: 377 (on March 21st 2014)
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1. Cloud and model biases
1.1 Limitations of AMIP-type experiments
1.2 Land surface influence on tropical climate

2. Cloud and model responses
2.1 Limitations of AMIP-type experiments
2.2 Relevance of surface-atmosphere coupling

3. Some suggestions for CFMIP3/CMIP6
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Cloud and model biases
1.1 Limitations of AMIP-type experiments
JJAS 2-m temperature (°C)

JJAS CRFSW (W/m²)

 Observations

 CMIP – Obs
JJAS warm bias
associated with
a lack of cloud
radiative cooling
 AMIP – Obs
warm bias even
stronger due to
a cold SST bias
in CMIP models
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Douville et al. (in preparation)
based on a subset of 15 CMIP5 models

Cloud and model biases
1.1 Limitations of AMIP-type experiments
Mean annual cycle of surface shortwave CRF

 US Great Plains:
inter-model spread is
stronger than CMIP-AMIP
differences => AMIP runs
are useful to understand
the OAGCMs’ biases
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 Tropical Indian Ocean:
inter-model spread is NOT
stronger than CMIP-AMIP
differences => The lack of
coupling has a systematic
impact on CRFSW. Why?

based on a subset of 6 CFMIP2 models

Cloud and model biases
1.1 Limitations of AMIP-type experiments
Mean annual cycle of latent heat flux

 US Great Plains:
inter-model spread is
stronger than CMIP-AMIP
differences => AMIP runs
are useful to understand
the OAGCMs’ biases
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 Tropical Indian Ocean:
inter-model spread is NOT
stronger than CMIP-AMIP
differences => The lack of
coupling has a systematic
effect on latent heat flux.

based on a subset of 6 CFMIP2 models

Cloud and model biases
1.1 Limitations of COOKIE experiments
Mean annual cycle of 2-meter temperature

 US Great Plains:
inter-model spread is less
than the CRF Off effect =>
COOKIE is probably useful
to explore the AGCMs’
sensitivity to biases in CRF
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 Indian subcontinent:
inter-model spread is more
than the CRF Off effect =>
COOKIE is not very useful
(T2M biases are mainly
due to heat advection)

based on a subset of 6 CFMIP2 models

Cloud and model biases
1.2 Land surface influence on tropical climate
Impact of surface albedo on JJAS mean precipitation

ARPv5eco-GPCC

ARPv5modis-GPCC

MODIS-ECOCLIMAP

mm/day
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Carrer et al. (in preparation)

Cloud and model biases
1.2 Land surface influence on tropical climate
 LS
processes
are sources
of biases
over both
land and
ocean
 Such
biases can
be mediated
by clouds
 They fully
appear only
in coupled
OAGCMs
Ma
Maet
etal.
al.
(2013)
(2013)
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Differences in seasonal mean climate due to simpler LSM

Cloud and model responses
2.1 Limitations of AMIP-type experiments

« (…) in a climate change simulation, AGCMs are
providing a reinterpretation of the impact on the
atmosphere of the sea surface and radiative forcings
compared to that given by the driving AOGCM. This
may lead to inconsistency with the AOGCM-derived
forcing. This issue has yet to be explored but should
be considered carefully when interpreting AGCM
responses. »
AR3 WG1 10.2.2 (2001)
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Cloud and model responses
2.1 Limitations of AMIP-type experiments
Indian monsoon circulation vs Nino3.4 SST (JJAS)

Douville 2005 (J. Climate)
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Cloud and model responses
2.1 Limitations of AMIP-type experiments
DJFM mean sea level pressure anomalies (hPa)
Uniform
+4K
SST
change

CMIP3
MME
SST
pattern

CNRM-CM5
RCP8.5
SST
pattern

CNRM-CM5
RCP8.5
(Reference)

NB: No CO2 increase in the perturbed AMIP experiments
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Cloud and model responses
2.1 Limitations of AMIP-type experiments
JJAS mean sea level pressure anomalies (hPa)
Uniform
+4K
SST
change

CMIP3
MME
SST
pattern

CNRM-CM5
RCP8.5
SST
pattern

CNRM-CM5
RCP8.5
(Reference)

NB: No CO2 increase in the perturbed AMIP experiments
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Cloud and model reponses
2.1 Limitations of COOKIE experiments
Scatterplot of JJAS 2-meter temperature anomalies

 US Great Plains:
inter-model spread is not
reduced with CRF OFF
=> No consistent regional
cloud feedback ? Local vs
non-local cloud feedback ?
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 Indian subcontinent:
amip+4K inter-model
spread is increased with
CRF OFF => What is the
physical interpretation?

based on a subset of 6 CFMIP2 models

Cloud and model responses
2.2 Relevance of land-atmosphere coupling
JJAS 

2-meter temperature (°C)

precipitation (mm/j)

AMIP2xCO2
with prescribed
SST anomalies

minus AMIP
with prescribed
observed SST

AMIP2xCO2
with
interactive
versus
prescribed
(present-day)
soil moisture
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Douville et al. 2005

Cloud and model responses
2.2 Relevance of ocean-atmosphere coupling

Three ensembles of 1979-2012
runs based on CNRM-CM5:

Annual global mean surface
temperature anomalies relative
to the 1979-2008 climatology

 HISCTL: CMIP5 simulations
(with ALL forcings)
 HISSST: HISCTL + SST
anomaly nudging in the central
and eastern tropical Pacific (as
in Kosaka and Xie 2013)
 HISTAU: HISCTL + prescribed
wind stress in the tropical
Pacific (similarly but not exactly
as in England et al. 2014)

(Douville et al., in preparation)
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Somes suggestions for CFMIP3/CMIP6
 Replace or complete the AMIPFuture simulations with parallel
AGCM experiments driven by
« native » SST patterns?
 Replace or complete the COOKIE
simulations with parallel AGCM
experiments using prescribed
« climatological » CRE?
 Complete CFMIP with coupled
OA experiments (1D mixed layer
ocean, 3D « pacemaker », 3D
OGCMs nudged towards a
common ocean reanalysis)?
 Focus on land-sea contrast in
global warming and its impact on
large-scale circulation (e.g.
monsoons)?
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Meehl et al. (2014)

End

Cloud and model responses
2.2 Land-sea contrast
 Land-sea warming ratio is
between 1.36-1.84 in CMIP3
models and does NOT
depend on TCR or ECS
(Sutton et. al. 2007);
 Land-sea warming ratio
remains constant under a
variety of different external
climate forcings (Lambert et.
al. 2007);
 The LSC is not just due to
heat capacity differences but
is rather associated with
local feedbacks and the
hydrological cycle over land
(Joshi et. al. 2008).
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OPEN QUESTIONS
 What determines the LSC
response to 4xCO2? What is
the land-sea contrast in cloud
feedbacks? What is the role
of soil moisture & vegetation
feedbacks?
 Can we constrain the LSC
response to 4xCO2, e.g.
using interannual climate
variability (Dommenget 2009)
 How sensitive is the LSC to
the pattern of SST warming
(e.g. link with the recent
hiatus in global warming?)
(Douville et al. in preparation)

Cloud and model responses
2.2 Land-sea contrast
 Role of land-sea contrast in
tropospheric adjustment (4xCO2)
 Aqualand experiments with variable
(from 60° to 300°) continental width
 The geographic distribution of
continents regulates the spatial pattern
of the cloud adjustment.
 A larger continent produces more
negative SWcld, which partly
compensates for a positive SWcld over
the ocean.
 The land-induced negative adjustment
is a factor but not necessary requirement
for the tropospheric adjustment.
Kamae and Watanabe 2013
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Cloud and model biases
1.3 CNRM-CM5 vs other CMIP5 models
Relative error measures of CMIP5 model performance,
based on the global seasonal-cycle climatology (1980-2005)
CNRM-CM5
shows a
« poor »
simulation of
clouds and
TOA
CRE…but a
« nice »
simulation of
large-scale
dynamics,
temperature
& precipitation
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(see also
Watterson et
al. BAMS
2013)

WGI AR5 Fig. 9.7

Cloud and model biases
1.1 Limitations of AMIP-type experiments
Lead-lag correlations with monthly mean SST

 Tropical Indian Ocean:
Strong annual mean LE is
preceded by warm SST
and followed by cold SST
=> better captured by
CMIP experiments
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 Tropical Indian Ocean:
Annual mean CRFSW shows
an opposite behaviour =>
better captured by CMIP for
UKMO but not true for other
models (why?)

based on a subset of 6 CFMIP2 models

Cloud and model biases
1.1 Limitations of AMIP-type experiments

Douville et al. (in preparation)
based on 15 CFMIP2 models (AMIP)
and 7 COOKIE experiments
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 CMIP5 models show a
statistical link between CRFSW
& T2M biases (grey fit, R=0.54)
 Such a link is consistent
with the CFMIP2 models’
sensitivity to CRF Off (black
fit, R=0.56)
 Assuming a linear
relationship between CRFSW &
T2M (color fits), COOKIE also
suggests that T2M biases are
largely due to CRFSW errors in
CFMIP2 models
 Similar results are however
found with latent heat fluxes
(not shown)…

Cloud and model biases
1.2 ARPEGEv6 vs ARPEGE v5

CRU
ERAI
TS 3.2
T850
Obs

ARPv5
L31
Phys.
Diag.
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?

ARPv6
L91
Phys.
Prog.

ARPv6
with U&V
nudging
towards
ERAI

Cloud and model biases
1.2 ARPEGEv6 vs ARPEGE v5
 Warm and dry summer
biases much stronger in
ARPv6 than in ARPv5
 Not due to a weaker
CRF at the land surface
 But to a stronger runoff
in spring due to more
intense daily precipitation
(not modified by nudging)
 Non-dynamical
amplification due to a
positive soil moisture
feedback in summer
 Dynamical amplification
due to a thermal low effect
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Too strong emphasis on ECS?
Regional annual mean precipitation anomalies
do NOT scale on changes in Global Mean
Surface Temperature (and hence ECS)

Anomalies between years 111-140 and years 11-40
in 1%CO2 experiments from a subset of 15 CMIP5
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